
Responsibility to Our Customers (Consumers)

Our Basic Approach and Strategy 102-16

In keeping with The Unicharm Way (Beliefs & Pledges and 

Corporate Code of Conduct), we have always regarded cus-

tomer satisfaction as a top priority and are committed to provid-

ing products and services that transform discomfort to comfort.

As part of these efforts, our Customer Communication Center 

(CCC) strives to respond sincerely in a prompt, fair, and impartial 

manner to the valuable opinions we receive from our customers 

and has formulated the Customer Communication Center Vision 

based on the core idea of striving to enhance the level of cus-

tomer satisfaction. We have also established the Complaint 

Correspondence Policy that guides our efforts in communicating 

with customers as a basic principle.

 Customer Communication Center Vision

We aim to have our customers shift their minds from saying “I’m glad 

that I inquired and consulted with the Customer Communication 

Center” to “I’ll purchase the Unicharm product because it is trustwor-

thy and I know I can contact the Customer Communication Center 

whenever I need to.” To achieve this goal, we are committed to 

making sure that “listening compassionately to the true voice of cus-

tomers and conveying our thoughtful message to them” becomes 

second nature, identifying matters of others as our very own and solv-

ing their immediate problems together while providing them with 

greater inspiration for childcare and nursing care, thereby sharing our 

joy and excitement and encouraging them to purchase Unicharm prod-

ucts again. By doing so, we would like to deepen our bonds with cus-

tomers in Asia and around the world.

 Complaint Correspondence Policy

1  Customer feedback will be centrally managed by the Customer 

Communication Center and addressed in a fair and impartial manner 

in accordance with the QMS (ISO 9001) complaint correspondence 

process manual and ISO 10002 complaint response process docu-

mentation. Information concerning the problems with our products 

or services will be reported to the president & CEO and steps will be 

taken immediately to remedy them.

2  In case our products or services must be revised based on the cus-

tomer feedback, all relevant departments will work together to 

immediately rectify the situation and prevent future recurrences in 

accordance with the QMS (ISO 9001) corrective and preventive mea-

sure procedure manual.

3  We will strive to reflect the valuable feedback from customers in our 

products and services. We will take customer feedback seriously and 

exert our best efforts so that each department works together to 

ensure that customers will be satisfied.

Management Structure

The Customer Communication Center led by the chief quality 

officer (CQO) works in coordination with the relevant depart-

ments to gather customer opinions, enhance quality and safety, 

and develop products tailored to our customers’ needs.

We have compiled the specific initiatives for customer response 

for the entire Group and, together with our Self-Declaration of 

Consumer-Oriented Company, are building a response system 

that is compliant with the ISO 10002 complaint response man-

agement system (MS).

Since 2006, Unicharm has been laterally extending its declara-

tion of self-conformity with ISO 10002 to customer communica-

tion centers at its overseas subsidiaries in China, Taiwan–Greater 

China, Thailand, Indonesia, Australia, India, Vietnam, and other 

countries. Together with the regular auditing of overseas  customer 

communication centers and information sharing, we are imple-

menting efforts that will boost the level of customer satisfaction.
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Self-Declaration of Consumer-Oriented Company

Philosophy

We contribute to creating a better quality of life for everyone by offering only the finest products and services to the 

market and customers both in Japan and abroad.

Policy on Basic Initiatives—Commitment of Top Management

Unicharm hereby declares that it will always respond to customer complaints and inquiries in an honest, swift, and 

fair manner.

I.  All feedback received from customers is put together at the Customer Communication Center (CCC) and 

addressed fairly and impartially by the CCC based on QMS (ISO 9001) complaint correspondence process manual 

and ISO 10002 complaint response process documents. 

Information concerning the problems with products or services is swiftly reported to top management and neces-

sary steps are taken to improve the situation.

II.  If the situation must be remedied, all relevant departments work together following the procedures on QMS  

(ISO 9001) rectification and prevention measures to swiftly remedy the problem and prevent future recurrences.

III.  Customer feedback is seriously reviewed and efforts are made toward improvements involving all relevant depart-

ments so as to ensure customer satisfaction going forward. We strive to ensure that precious customer feedback 

can be properly reflected in our improvement activities for products and services.

Specific Initiatives

I.  Ensuring corporate governance: System for reporting customer feedback to top  management without 

fail and delay

We will carry out transparent corporate management and actively disclose information while working to fulfill the 

Company’s growth and development, employees’ happiness, and our social responsibilities.

A time slot is set aside at executive meetings for reports from the CCC for discussing and disseminating a correspon-

dence policy based on the serious review of feedback received from customers.

II.  Proactive initiatives involving all employees: Fostering a corporate culture and employee mindset that 

are customer-oriented

In order to improve customer satisfaction, once every year, an occasion is set where all Unicharm Group employees, 

including those from outside Japan, come together to present on products and services as well as proposals for 

pleasing customers in an effort to learn about best practices. This will enable all Unicharm Group employees to share 

a customer-oriented mindset and strive for further improvement.

III.  Swift response through systematic collaboration between the relevant departments: Initiatives for 

swift and honest responses

All feedback received from customers is put together at the CCC and addressed fairly and impartially by the CCC 

based on the QMS (ISO 9001) complaint correspondence process manual and ISO 10002 complaint response process 

documents.

Information concerning problems with products or services is swiftly reported to top management and necessary 

steps are taken to improve the situation. If the situation must be remedied, the relevant departments work together 

to swiftly remedy the problem and prevent future recurrences.

IV.  Enhanced information provision to consumers and two-way exchanges of  information: Disseminating 

information for safe use

Frequently asked questions about product safety will be published on the Company’s website in an effort to widely 

disclose this information.

We will provide information to customers by various means so that they can use our products safely and effectively. 

These means include product packaging, user manuals, and advertisements to educate customers about the correct 

way to use products, as well as through our corporate website, news releases, and disseminations from the CCC.

V.  Improvement and development based on consumer and social needs: Product  creation making 

 customer-oriented approaches and social responsibilities a reality

The entire Company will work on improvement activities linking the needs of customers with commercialization of 

products after carefully reviewing their feedback.

We will set rigorous environmental standards for our products and carefully select product designs and raw materials 

to meet the challenge of reducing waste in the production process to the extent possible.

The entire Company will also work as one solid team toward mitigating environmental impacts including reducing 

waste throughout our business activities.

 Self-Declaration of Consumer-Oriented Company

Date of Establishment: January 16, 2017

Revised: January 1, 2021

Takahisa Takahara

President & CEO

Unicharm Corporation

Please refer to the following sections for details on specific initiatives.

I. Ensuring corporate governance

P.100  Corporate Governance

III.  Swift response through systematic collaboration between the relevant departments

P.071  Quality > Management Structure

IV.  Enhanced information provision to consumers and two-way exchanges of information

P.072  Quality > Safety Initiatives

V.  Improvement and development based on consumer and social needs

P.040   Climate Change (Disclosure Based on the TCFD Recommendations)
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Initiatives and Results

Customer Communication Center (CCC) Initiatives

In 2021, the center received approximately 60,000 calls. The 

feedback we received was in turn shared widely with the rele-

vant departments within the Company and used to help improve 

our products and services.

Training Sessions for Factory Workers by CCC Staff Using 

Feedback from Customers

We conduct employee training at the CCC to reinforce quality 

and customer-oriented approaches. In 2021, CCC staff carried 

out remote training for 965 participants including new employ-

ees and R&D, marketing, and factory staff in which they played 

recordings of real customer feedback as part of a training ses-

sion for listening skills. We will continue to enhance our cus-

tomer-oriented approach on a Groupwide level and supply 

products that truly satisfy our customers.

Activities of Overseas CCC

CCCs in China, Taiwan–Greater China, Thailand, Indonesia, 

Australia, India, and Vietnam made a self-declaration of confor-

mity with the ISO 10002 complaint response MS. Since this dec-

laration, the CCC in Japan has been confirming whether these 

overseas CCCs are working with customers to address their 

complaints via regular audits and information exchanges.

 Main Initiatives of the CCC

Main Initiatives Contents

1. Responder training
For staff who deal firsthand with inquiries from customers by phone, etc., we organize training programs to enhance our specialist knowledge, including 

sessions led by external instructors and other informative workshops, in order to improve the quality of response.

2. Reflection in products
We share customer feedback with the relevant departments in a timely manner through weekly and monthly reports. This feedback is used to improve exist-

ing products and develop new products, in order to provide customers with products that are safe and comfortable.

3.  Information 

dissemination

Customer feedback is shared internally in real time using our FAIN centralized customer information management system, or the SMILE system. Report 

meetings with business departments and product package confirmation meetings (communication assurance meetings) are also held to ensure feedback is 

used to improve products from a customer standpoint.

4. Training by the CCC
The CCC organizes training sessions for the R&D, marketing, and other relevant departments, new employees and others who wish to participate in order 

to reinforce their focus on the customer-oriented mindset and quality. In 2021, 965 employees took part in these training sessions.

5.  Strengthen collaboration 

with overseas CCCs

The initiatives of our CCCs located around the world are being shared to help improve customer satisfaction across the entire Unicharm Group, including its 

overseas subsidiaries. This information is also being used to improve our response skills based on the ISO 10002 complaint response MS and to step up 

interoffice collaboration.

6. Commitment

The CCC is an independent department reporting directly to the president & CEO. Led by the CQO, the center presents and answers questions about the 

customer response policy twice a year.

We have built and operated a system in which the CQO Committee can monitor the progress toward goals and discuss and give approval on whether con-

sumer-oriented management is being appropriately promoted.

Sofy Ultra-Sound-Sleep Pants

Sofy Ultra-Sound Sleep Pants released in small and extra-

large sizes, offering the perfect fit for all users

Ultra-3D-Shape Masks for Children

Ultra-3D-Shape Masks for Boys and Girls renamed as 

Ultra-3D-Shape Masks for Children (available in white 

and pink colors) in April 2021 in line with Unicharm’s 

commitment to diversity

Manner-Wear for Cats

“My cat did not seem to mind wearing the diaper at all 

as it fully absorbed her urine, ensuring that she was 

always clean and comfortable. Thanks to these  

Manner-Wear, we were both able to spend our remain-

ing time together at ease.”

Unicharm Face-Viewable Masks

“With these masks, I can talk to others while looking at 

their mouths, allowing me to establish better communi-

cation. Also, I can use them with peace of mind knowing 

that they are a part of the Unicharm brand. Thank you 

for offering this product.”

Examples of customer feedback  
that has been reflected in products

Expressions of thanks from consumers

Customer Satisfaction

88.0%
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Digital Transformation (DX) Initiatives

At Unicharm, we use digital technology to constantly improve 

our product development and business activities with the goal of 

freeing consumers from any discomfort while providing addi-

tional comfort.

In the COVID-19 era where interacting directly with others can 

be a challenge, the use of digital technology will be emphasized 

to closely understand the needs of each customer and to 

develop products that reflect changes in their minds and bodies. 

In so doing, Unicharm will provide incremental value to custom-

ers through products that incorporate their diverse needs. With 

the establishment of our new DX Promotion Division in January 

2021, we have been proceeding at full speed with the imple-

mentation of our new business model that draws on the use of 

various digital technologies.

Kyushu Factory: Unicharm’s First Smart Factory

Based on the concept of integrating people, know-how, and 

equipment, the Kyushu Factory, the Group’s first-ever smart fac-

tory, began operations in 2019. Established with the aims of 

enabling all employees to work on-site for longer hours, provid-

ing a safe workplace environment, and developing safe and reli-

able products, the Kyushu Factory features state-of-the-art IoT 

technology that relays on-site data in a timely manner, ensuring 

high levels of safety and productivity.

From an environmental point of view, the facility houses over 70 

types of equipment focused on conserving energy and minimiz-

ing CO2 emissions. With regard to reducing water consumption, 

by switching over from water-cooled to air-cooled equipment for 

the factory’s ancillary equipment, we were able to reduce the 

amount of waste water discharged to zero. In addition, by 

adopting driverless vehicles and robots, we have 

“ autonomated”* the movement and supply-related tasks of 

materials and other heavy items, thereby reducing workload and 

enhancing work efficiency.

*  A form of automation that aims to integrate human craftsmanship and knowledge with digital 

technology

Digital Scrum System

COVID-19 has become an obstacle to our day-to-day operations 

such as through our inability to conduct business trips overseas 

and in-person customer interviews. Against this challenging 

backdrop, Unicharm developed a solution called the Digital 

Scrum System through which lifestyle patterns and changes in 

customer facial expressions can be observed in real-time foot-

age, even from remote locations, and quality can be monitored 

and managed for consistency, an essential element to improving 

products and operating facilities.

With the Digital Scrum System, we can visit customers’ homes 

through an online platform that offers vivid sounds and images, 

enabling us to keep track of customers’ lifestyles and usage pat-

terns. The ability to remotely observe changes in daily living envi-

ronments, including those of their partner animals (pets), at any 

time of the day helps us gain new insight into our customers.

Development team in Japan and frontline 

research personnel

Hands-Free Commute:  

Disposable Diaper Subscription Service

Digital technology has also been adopted in our Hands-Free 

Commute disposable diaper subscription service for nursery 

schools. For this service, Unicharm has developed a system that 

relies on the use of preregistered data on children and nursery 

schools to keep track of the remaining inventory of disposable 

diapers. As the system automatically orders additional diapers 

when inventory is low, this service helps reduce the workload of 

nursery school teachers. In addition, Unicharm has developed a 

system that automatically adjusts the delivery date of neighboring 

facilities to determine the most efficient delivery route.

P.095   Local Community > Flat-Rate Disposable Diaper Service (Japan)

Online Moony-Chan Classroom

Due to the challenges associated with providing direct childcare 

support in the COVID-19 era, in 2020 Unicharm launched its 

Online Moony-Chan Classroom to help alleviate any possible 

concerns over childbirth and childcare. As of December 31, 

2021, this online workshop has been held a total of 10 times 

with approximately 10,000 participants. For particularly popular 

sessions, an online streaming option is also available, allowing 

viewers to watch when convenient.

Moony-Chan Classroom

Emotion Analyses to Raise Babies in Healthy Environments

At Unicharm, we are rapidly developing products and services 

that identify with babies’ states of mind and allow parents to 

feel at ease and simply enjoy the art of parenting, helping ensure 

that their babies are raised in a healthy environment. Unicharm 

has invested in First Ascent Inc., a baby technology venture capi-

tal that boasts a competitive edge in the development of AI and 

the IoT for sensing babies’ emotions and physical states on the 

basis of data on their crying and sleeping.
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Provision of Information on Menstruation and Menarche 

Education

First Body Navi offers young girls and their parents information 

on how the female body works and how to deal with menstrua-

tion, as well as how to choose sanitary pads to help foster a posi-

tive first experience with menstruation. For school teachers, we 

have made available a down-

loadable PDF with information 

about menarche, which can 

also be used as an educational 

resource at schools.

We began offering the Sofy 

official app, Sofy Girl, which 

helps young women having their first period manage their cycle 

and also notifies mothers when their daughters are menstruat-

ing so that they can provide the appropriate support. Our app 

lineup also consists of the Sofy Menstruation—Period 

Management app, which diagnoses physical tendencies accord-

ing to 24 types of conditions and helps address concerns over 

menstrual cramps, premenstrual syndrome (PMS),* and other 

means of discomfort.

*  Emotional and physical symptoms such as irritation, stomach pains, and headaches that are expe-

rienced before a period

P.021   Key Initiatives: Safeguarding the well-being of individuals > Tailoring Menstruation Care to 

Different Physiques and Lifestyles (Japan)

Unicharm’s Adult Diaper Counseling Service Enables 

 Customers to Select the Right Product in the Best-Suited Size

P.019   Key Initiatives: Safeguarding the well-being of individuals > Adult Diaper Counseling Service 

(Japan)

DOQAT Partner Animal (Pet)-Related Q&A Service

DOQAT is an online Q&A service platform where dog and cat 

owners can share information and advice on any matter related 

to their beloved partner animals (pets). Allowing people with 

dogs and cats of similar breeds and ages to share experiences 

and ideas, the service helps create a society in which people can 

live in even greater harmony with their partner animals (pets). 

The DOQAT Q&A service was launched in April 2020 and, as of 

December 31, 2021, over 23,000 dog and cat owners have 

 registered for this service.

web  DOQAT Partner Animal (Pet)-Related Q&A Service
https://doqat.jp/ (in Japanese only)

Helping Ensure the Well-Being of Cats through the Latest 

Technology

In an effort to help extend the healthy lifespans of cats, 

Unicharm held a joint campaign with RABO, Inc., from 

November to December 2021. By placing RABO’s Catlog Board 

IoT device underneath Unicharm’s Deo-Toilet, owners can record 

and monitor data on their cats’ weight and excretion through 

the use of RABO’s official app. When used in conjunction with 

our Deo-Toilet Urine Home Testing Kit, owners can keep track of 

their cats’ urine protein levels regularly. Through these and other 

initiatives, Unicharm is committed to helping ensure the well-

being of cats everywhere.

Ensuring cats’ well-being through RABO’s Catlog Board and Unicharm’s Deo-Toilet 
and Deo-Toilet Urine Home Testing Kit

First Body Navi
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